Introduction and objectives. The presence of post-anoxic encephalopathy after an episode of aborted sudden cardiac death is a serious medical and social problem.

Pacientes and method. Of 193 patients admitted to the coronary unit during a 12-year period with aborted sudden cardiac death, 104 died (54%) and 89 survived the episode (46%). We compared the characteristics and 6-month prognosis between survivors according to the presence or absence of post-anoxic encephalopathy.

Results. Of 89 survivors, 38 patients were discharged alive with post-anoxic encephalopathy (42%) and 51 were discharged without neurological disturbances (58%). Patients with post-anoxic encephalopathy were older (65 ± 13.6 vs. 59 ± 12.9 years; p = 0.04). Mean time to care for cardiac arrest was 11.1 ± 4.9 min in the post-anoxic encephalopathy group, versus 3.4 ± 3 min (p < 0.01). The first documented rhythm was VF/VT in 57% and asystolia in 29% in the post-anoxic encephalopathy group, vs. 88% and 3% (p = 0.02). More than half (58%) of the patients in the post-anoxic encephalopathy group had coronary artery disease, vs. 49% (p = NS). Slightly more than half (52%) of the patients in the post-anoxic encephalopathy group had anterior coronary artery disease, vs. 49% (p = NS). Slightly more than half (52%) of the patients in the post-anoxic encephalopathy group had infective complications, vs. 21% (p = 0.01). After 6 months of follow-up, mortality in patients discharged with post-anoxic encephalopathy was 62%, vs. 10% (p < 0.01); 21% of these patients showed significant functional improvement and 18% remained neurologically stable.

Conclusions. Most patients admitted to a coronary unit with aborted sudden cardiac death died during hospitalization. Almost half of the survivors had post-anoxic encephalopathy at discharge; of these patients, 62% died within the following 6 months, and functional status improved only in a minority of them.
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from natural causes and for 50% of all cardiovascular deaths.\(^1\) In Canada, the Ontario Prehospital Advanced Life Support (OPALS) study revealed that over a 6-year period, only 366 of 5335 patients (7%) seen in emergency services for out-of-hospital cardiac arrest survived and were admitted to the hospital. Of these 366 patients, 187 survived and were discharged, which corresponds to 3% of all patients and 50% of those admitted.\(^2\) Similarly, Escorial et al reported that 30% of the patients admitted for out-of-hospital cardiac arrest were discharged without neurological sequelae, whereas 70% either died or had serious neurological sequelae.\(^3\) There are few reports in the medical literature about the follow-up of patients who survive from a cardiac arrest after being discharged from critical care units. Moreover, data on the prognosis of those who experience post-anoxic encephalopathy after an episode of aborted sudden cardiac death are even rarer.

Although post-anoxic encephalopathy is considered to be the most precise term semantically, both anoxic encephalopathy and hypoxic encephalopathy, which is perhaps the most commonly used term, are also used. All three terms are regarded as acceptable for referring to the serious neurological lesions caused by the oxygen and circulatory deficits that result in cessation of the aerobic metabolic processes required to maintain cerebral neuronal functioning.\(^4\)

The aim of this study was to investigate the prognosis of patients admitted after aborted sudden cardiac death according to whether or not they had post-anoxic encephalopathy (PAE).

### PATIENTS AND METHODS

Between January 1990 and January 2002, 193 patients who had recovered from out-of-hospital cardiac arrest were admitted to our coronary unit. These patients accounted for 3% of all admissions to the unit during the study period. The 89 patients who survived were divided into 2 groups: those who were discharged with PAE and those who did not have this complication. Neurological sequelae were evaluated in all patients using the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS). Post-anoxic encephalopathy is defined as the presence of a depressed level of consciousness (i.e., a GCS score <15) more than 48 hours after admission following recovery from a cardiac arrest in patients who do not have detectable levels of sedatives and who have not undergone orotracheal intubation.

We compared the data in both patient groups and analyzed variables related to demographic factors, treatment of cardiac arrest, complications occurring during admission, and prognosis in the 6 months after discharge. Prognosis was evaluated in terms of both mortality and neurological function. The delay before treatment of cardiac arrest was defined as the time between loss of consciousness, as observed by a witness, and the time when appropriate basic cardiopulmonary resuscitation was initiated. In 49 cases, reliable data on resuscitation were recorded by emergency medical service personnel. The first documented heart rhythm was defined as that recorded electrocardiographically when the patient was first monitored by emergency medical personnel. Appropriate recordings were made in 52 cases.

In order to determine the prognosis, in terms of mortality and neurological function, in patients who were still alive 6 months after discharge from the coronary care unit, we examined the clinical records of those who remained in the hospital in other departments. For those who were fully discharged, we telephoned either the center at which the patient was receiving care during convalescence or the patient’s relatives. Neurological function was assessed 6 months after discharge with the GCS. These examinations were done by the doctor who regularly treated the patient.

### Statistical analysis

Quantitative variables, which are expressed in terms of mean±standard deviation (SD), were compared with Student’s \(t\) test. Categorical variables, which are expressed as percentages, were compared with the chi-squared test. \(P\) values <.05 were considered statistically significant. The statistical analysis was done with SPSS 10.0 statistical software (Chicago, Illinois, USA).

### RESULTS

Of the 193 patients admitted, 143 were men and 50 were women (male/female ratio, 3:1). Mean age was 63 years, with a range of 17 to 78 years. In all, 89 of the 193 patients (46%) survived cardiac arrest. Figure 1 shows the Kaplan-Meier survival curve for all patients who were admitted to the coronary care unit because of aborted sudden cardiac death. Of the 89 patients who were discharged from the unit, 38 (42%) had PAE and 51 (58%) had no neurological sequelae. Table 1 compares the demographic factors, cardiac arrest treatment given, and complications occurring during admission in the two groups.

Mean age of the patients with PAE was higher than that of patients without PAE, at 65±13.6 years versus 59±12.9 years \((P=.04)\). There were no significant dif-
The first documented heart rhythm was either ventricular fibrillation or ventricular tachycardia in 88% of the patients without PAE. The proportion of patients with PAE in whom these were the first rhythms (57%) was significantly lower ($P<.02$). In this latter group, the first documented heart rhythm was asystole in a substantial proportion (29%) of patients.

On admission, the infection rate was much higher in the group of patients with PAE (52% vs 21% in those without PAE, $P=.01$). In addition, mean stay in the coronary care unit was longer in patients with PAE (mean 20 days) than in patients without PAE (7 days, $P<.01$). Tracheostomies were required in 63% of the patients in the former group, compared to 27% in the group without PAE ($P=.01$).

After discharge from the coronary care unit, most patients were transferred to another unit within the same hospital: 46% were sent to the cardiology department, and 24% went to other departments such as neurology, internal medicine or rehabilitation. In addition, 15% were referred to local hospitals, 5% went to their family home, and 10% went to specialized rehabilitation centers. The mean level of consciousness in patients with PAE at the time of discharge was 7.2, as assessed with the GCS.

### Prognosis for mortality and neurological function at 6 months

At 6-month follow-up after discharge from the coronary care unit, the mortality rate was 62% (i.e., 23 patients died) for patients discharged with PAE and 10% (i.e., 5 patients died) for those without PAE ($P<.01$). Figure 2 illustrates the Kaplan-Meier survival curves for patients with and without PAE. Most patients with...
PAE died within the first 2 months after discharge from the coronary care unit. In patients with encephalopathy, the causes of death at 6 months were infectious disease (n=13), sudden death (n=5), and other non-cardiac disease (n=5). In patients without neurological sequelae, the most frequent causes were sudden death (n=1), heart failure (n=2), and non-cardiac disease (n=2).

With regard to neurological status, of the 15 patients with encephalopathy who were still alive at 6-month follow-up, eight (i.e., 21% of those discharged) had significantly improved function, and seven (i.e., 18% of those discharged) were unchanged. The 8 patients who improved functionally all had a GCS score greater than eight (mean, 11) at discharge, and all subsequently followed a rehabilitation program. In these patients, the mean GCS score at 6-month follow-up was 13.5 and improvements in function occurred steadily, especially during the first 3 months. No patient with PAE had achieved a GCS score of 15 by the end of follow-up. All patients who either died during the 6-month follow-up period or who failed to show significant improvement in their vegetative state had GCS scores less than eight at discharge.

**DISCUSSION**

Of our series of 193 patients who were admitted to the coronary care unit for out-of-hospital cardiac arrest, 46% survived and were discharged, 20% had PAE at discharge, and 25% had no neurological sequelae. Escorial et al studied patients admitted to an intensive care unit for the same reason. They found that the survival rate in patients who did not have moderately severe sequelae was 30%, although the overall survival rate was somewhat less.3

Earlier studies5–7 have shown that the clinical factors associated with non recovery free from neurological sequelae after an out-of-hospital cardiac arrest are age, asystole as the first documented heart rhythm, and time to the start of resuscitation in the «chain of survival.» In our experience, the presence of certain combinations of these factors may justify withholding resuscitation because it would be ineffective. This is especially so when more than 10 minutes have elapsed since cardiac arrest, because the likelihood of recovery without serious sequelae is zero.5–11

We know that in general, between 21% and 35% of the patients who survive an episode of aborted sudden cardiac death will die in the short term. In 16%–20%, death will result from a further episode of sudden cardiac death.12,13 In our series, the 6-month mortality rate in patients who survived cardiac arrest was 31%. When mortality is analyzed in terms of whether or not the patient had neurological sequelae, it becomes clear that most of those who did had serious neurological sequelae. In patients thus affected, the mortality rate was 62%, whereas in those without encephalopathy it was 10%. In other words, 82% of the patients who died within 6 months of discharge from the hospital had encephalopathy, whereas 18% did not have serious neurological sequelae.

The predominance of patients with encephalopathy among those who died may not have been due solely to the high rate of complications observed, but may also have resulted from a less aggressive diagnostic and therapeutic approach in these patients because of their severe neurological impairment. In patients who survived cardiac arrest and had PAE, both initial symptoms and late neurological sequelae depend on the intensity and duration of hypoxemia. If coma ensued in a patient who experienced a short period of hypoxemia, its duration was usually less than 12 hours.14–20

**When should diagnostic and therapeutic cardiological techniques be used in patients with post-anoxemic encephalopathy?**

The results of the present study and registry data21,22 indicate that patients whose cognitive status and level of consciousness have been seriously affected, such that they score less than eight on the GCS, will probably not benefit from the diagnostic and therapeutic techniques used in a tertiary cardiological care setting (e.g., coronary arteriography, revascularization and implantable defibrillators) because short-term mortality is high.21 Other researchers have used the cerebral performance category (CPC) scale to correlate level of consciousness at discharge with prognosis for mortality and function at one-year follow-up. Their findings indicate that a score greater than or equal to 2 on this scale is associated with high mortality in the year following hospital discharge.13

In our series, all patients with PAE who were still alive at 6-month follow-up and who showed functional improvement after rehabilitation had low or moderate grade neurological impairment after the hypoxemic episode, with a GCS score greater than eight. Hence, the decision on whether or not to carry out invasive studies or treatment should be based on the patient’s neurological status after rehabilitation and on the views of the patient’s nearest relatives.22,23 Studies on the effects of rehabilitation programs specifically designed for this group of patients show that the level of dependency for carrying out normal daily activities is minimal in 10%, moderate in 35%, and significant in 55%.23 In addition, there are serious consequences for the patient’s family, especially financially and emotionally, since psychosomatic problems occur in more than 60% of these patients.24
The limitations of this study include those characteristic of any retrospective study, in that it was not possible to obtain all the data in every case. Therefore our conclusions regarding the problem posed by recovery from a post-anoxic state after receiving care for an out-of-hospital cardiac arrest must be viewed as tentative. In addition, it was not possible to control changes in therapy and general care in patients with out-of-hospital cardiac arrest in our healthcare region during the 12-year period of analysis. Moreover, we do not know how many patients received care for this condition from emergency medical services. This last limitation prevents us from offering a general assessment of the prognosis for the condition we analyzed. Nevertheless, our results are very similar to those published previously. We felt that it would be of interest to communicate our findings at a time when cardiologists around the world are advocating the widespread adoption of a more intensive approach to the treatment of patients who have suffered out-of-hospital cardiac arrest.

CONCLUSIONS

In our experience, 46% of the patients admitted to the coronary care unit after treatment for and recovery from out-of-hospital cardiac arrest will be discharged. However, 42% of these discharged patients will have post-anoxic encephalopathy. Follow-up in this patient group reveals that 62% will die within 6 months and that 21% will have achieved significant functional improvement.
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